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This is now “the geography of discontent”? 



OUTLINE
› Key Q: what explains regional Brexit vote?
[= “globalisation in crisis?” conference theme]

› Why add a regional personality perspective?
› How can this be done?
› Estimation results for Brexit
› Conclusions
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Why/how could psychology explain this voting map?



Explaining the Brexit vote
› Benchmark paper: Becker, Fetzer and Novy (2016)
http://voxeu.org/article/fundamental-factors-behind-
brexit-vote

› Economics vs demography/education vs public 
finances vs (previous) political preferences vs EU 
exposure:   5 (very large!) sub-sets of explanations

› Sample: 380 Local Authority Districts (LAD) for UK     
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“Economics” only 1 sub-set of explanatory variables. Take away:  
large residual……. 



Regional Personality Data

› Survey on “Big 5” personality dimensions (openness, 
conscientiousness, neuroticism, agreeableness and
extraversion)

› N=417,217 for UK

› Individual data (Big 5 and additional biographical info)

› Aggregated to LAD level  (380 LADs in UK))   
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Reasons for a geography of personality

1. Selective migration

2. Social influence

3. Ecological influence

(Rentfrow et al, 2012)
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Low High
Rentfrow, Jokela, & Lamb 

(2015). PLOS One

Openness
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The  relevance of Big  5 for…….

› Economic outcomes: Garretsen et al (2017); Lee 
(2016); Huggins/Thompson (2016); Obschonka et 
al (2016)………. 

› Election outcomes:  Gerber et al (2011), Samek
(2017)……….…

› What about Openness or Neuroticism for
instance?  
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Dependent Variable:

VARIABLES
Neuroticism
(First stage

results)
Output Growth Employment Growth

Output Growth 
(Deviation from 

National)

Employment Growth 
(Deviation from National)

Traumatic Experience 0.120***

(0.0357)

Neuroticism -10.01** -8.559** -313.9** -254.4**

(4.800) (3.702) (125.3) (100.8)

New Town -0.0250** 1.204*** 1.180*** 24.05*** 23.68***

(0.00944) (0.373) (0.341) (7.790) (7.752)

Landlocked 0.00204 0.211 0.115 5.829 3.887

(0.00831) (0.138) (0.108) (3.510) (3.004)

Distance to London 2.57e-05 -0.000867 -0.00106** 0.00356 -0.0157

(2.41e-05) (0.000632) (0.000515) (0.0179) (0.0129)

Krugman Spes. Index 0.0659 2.261 0.685 55.45 14.57

(0.0447) (1.362) (0.913) (39.10) (24.62)

Size (log) -0.00319 0.128* -0.0202 0.743 -2.663*

(0.00455) (0.0736) (0.0754) (1.713) (1.589)

Young Population 0.0783 0.303 1.682 4.355 29.77

(0.0594) (1.585) (1.265) (41.10) (33.30)

Constant 2.376*** 30.49** 25.06** 907.7** 750.6**

(0.167) (14.21) (10.97) (367.2) (296.0)

Observations 63 63 63 63 63



Causality is a Big(5) Issue…..

› Other IV examples for UK regions using Big5 
Rentfrow data:

1. Obschonka et al (2017) “In the shadow of coal”:  
here, Big5 are instrumented with 19th century econ
development (=coalfield sites) in UK ….

2. Lee (2016), “Psychology and the geography of 
innovation”:  Big5 (conscientiousness) instrumented
with 19th century Irish migrants across UK regions

3. Look for cases where IV is not/less needed
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Big 5 personality data and political outcomes

› Why is causality not or less of an issue?

› Findings mainly on individual voting (Gerber et al 
2011)

- Liberalism and openness
- Conservatism and conscientiousness
- Take the case of Trump vs Clinton (Samek, 2017)   
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How relevant are Big5 for Brexit vote

› Univariate regression with Openness: adj. R2=0.453

› Previous table:  R2= 0.643 (> 0.5 with only Big5)

› What if we add dominant economic , social and
demographic explanations to the model: 
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Back to our puzzle……… 
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About results for openness…………. 

› Could it have swung the vote?
- 1 s.d. increase in openness implies a 5,87% increase
in Remain vote! (column 2)
-in full model:   1,61% increase

› Openness ranks 4th in set of 14 explanatory variables

› Related new study (Obschonka et al 2017): similar
findings for Brexit
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Conclusions/research agenda
› More on theory (why Big5 matters for these 

outcomes)
› Big5 of whom? ((non)native?; age?......)  
› Policy implications or interventions (examples….)

› BUT: including psychology leads to a better
understanding of economic and political geography, 
and to a better understanding of spatial impact of 
structural changes 
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